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ABSTRACT
We propose an evolutionary model to describe the dynamical evolution of star clus-
ter systems in tidal fields, in which we calibrated the parametric equations defining
the model by running direct N–body simulations of star clusters with a wide range
of initial masses and set of orbital parameters, living within the external tidal field
generated by a disc–like galaxy. We derived a new method to solve numerically the
evolutionary equations, allowing us to infer constraints on the mass of a star cluster
from its age, present–day mass, orbital parameters and external gravitational poten-
tial. The result has been applied to the metal–rich subsample of Galactic globular
clusters, being a good representation of a disc–bulge population. We reconstructed
the initial mass function of these objects from the present–day mass function, finding
that a lognormal distribution is well preserved during the evolution of the globular
cluster system. The evolution of a power–law initial mass function has been evaluated,
confirming that it transforms into a lognormal distribution of the cluster masses within
an Hubble time. Our results are consistent with a formation scenario in which metal–
rich Galactic globular clusters formed from giant molecular clouds in high–pressure
regions during the early phases of the evolution of the Galactic disc and bulge.
Key words: stellar dynamics – methods: N–body simulations – globular clusters:
general – Galaxy: formation.
1 INTRODUCTION
The long–lived nature of the globular clusters (GCs), the
possible universality of the turnover of the globular clus-
ter initial mass function (GCIMF) and the discovery of ex-
tragalactic globular cluster systems make these objects a
powerful tool for inferring information on the physical con-
ditions of the initial phases of galaxy evolution. In fact, the
initial masses of globular clusters may be strictly correlated
with features of the mass spectrum of the giant molecular
clouds from which they have formed (Parmentier & Gilmore
2007). In this sense, the possibility that the globular clus-
ters present day mass function (GCPDMF) may preserve an
imprint of the initial mass function justifies any attempt to
reconstruct their dynamical history.
GCs represent an ideal laboratory to test theories of
stellar evolution and stellar dynamics (e.g. Meylan & Heggie
1997). In fact, since they are a very good approximation of
“single stellar population” objects1, it is possible to derive
⋆ E-mail: lucarossi@swin.edu.au
1 Recent evidence of the presence of multiple populations in the
color–magnitude diagram of several Galactic globular clusters in-
dicates that this paradigm is no longer true (e.g. Piotto et al.
precise ages and chemical composition through isochrone fit-
ting and spectroscopic analysis of single stars. The globu-
lar clusters also represent an ideal target for studies related
to galactic astrophysics (e.g. Brodie & Strader 2006). The
small dispersion of their relative ages and the bimodality of-
ten observed in the distribution of their colours, and hence
of their metallicities, could mirror different physical condi-
tions at the epoch of formation. Furthermore, the structural
parameters characterizing a cluster could reflect the effect
of the interaction of the cluster itself with the distribution
of matter of the host galaxy.
Globular cluster systems (GCSs) have been recognized
in a wide variety of environments, such as dwarf galax-
ies (van den Bergh 2007), irregular galaxies (Piatti et al.
2005), early–type galaxies (Pota et al. 2013) and spiral
galaxies (Harris et al. 2010). They are also associated to
mergers of gas–rich galaxies, which can lead to gravi-
tationally driven increases in gas pressure that can in–
turn trigger intense bursts of star and cluster formation
2007). However, in the context of the evolution of globular clus-
ter systems in galaxies, the timescale involved in the generation of
multiple stellar populations is order of magnitudes smaller than
the timescale of the evolution of the globular cluster population.
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(Schweizer, Seitzer & Brodie 2004). The observed bimodal-
ity of the distribution of their colours can be interpreted
in the context of a scenario in which GCs were formed in
a dissipative process in the early Universe (for a review
see Brodie & Strader 2006). A possible scenario requires a
mechanism to cut-off or truncate the formation of metal–
poor GCs before the second phase of metal–rich GC for-
mation occurred. Reionization could be the responsible pro-
cess for this truncation (Forbes, Brodie & Grillmair 1997).
Another possible mechanism has been proposed by Tonini
(2013), directly related to the hierarchical galaxy assembly
scenario. According to this model the metal-rich globular
cluster subpopulation formed in the galaxy main progeni-
tor, while the metal-poor subpopulation has been accreted
from satellites. The bimodality is observed also for Galac-
tic GCs: the metal–poor GCs are usually associated to an
extended inner halo population, while the metal–rich GCs
belong to a bulge/thick disk population (Zinn 1985). In the
Milky Way a third population of GCs orbiting in the halo
has also been identified, associated with the accreted Sgr
and Canis Major dwarf galaxies (Forbes, Strader & Brodie
2004).
Observational evidence suggests then that the physi-
cal conditions in which these system have been formed are
different, and they can be associated to different phases
of galaxy evolution. In particular, the initial mass function
(IMF) of the GCSs could be strictly correlated to the mass
spectrum of the giant molecular clouds (GMCs) from which
they have been formed. Also, it could be possible that dif-
ferent populations of star clusters have different IMFs. One
of the problems that we aim to address is related to the fact
that the properties of a globular cluster system will change
in time. There are in fact several physical processes that can
contribute to dissolve a star cluster. It is possible to separate
them into internal (stellar evolution and two–body relax-
ation) and external processes (tidal disruption, disc/bulge
shocking and dynamical friction). A realistic evolutionary
model for globular clusters dependent on their orbital pa-
rameters and on the external gravitational potential of the
host galaxy can allow us to infer information on the GCIMF
and then on the physical conditions at the epoch of their for-
mation.
In the past, several studies have been devoted to in-
vestigate the initial mass function of the globular clusters
and its evolution. A pioneering approach was proposed by
Vesperini & Heggie (1997), in which the authors derived a
set of equations describing the evolution of the clusters or-
biting within the external potential of a point–mass galaxy
and applied those equations to predict the evolution of the
mass function of the Galactic globular cluster system in
a subsequent paper (Vesperini 1998). A further analysis
of the dissolution of globular clusters has been proposed
by Baumgardt & Makino (2003). In their work, the host
galaxy has been modelled by a logarithmic potential, suit-
able to describe a dark matter halo. The authors calibrated
the equations governing the evolution of GCs through a
set of N–body simulations. The main limitation of these
studies is that the gravitational potential of the external
galaxy has been described with an extremely simple model.
McLaughlin & Fall (2008) instead ignored the galactic grav-
itational potential and focused on cluster evaporation driven
by internal dynamics only, following a simple analytic ap-
proximation of the mass–loss rate as function of the cluster
density to show that the turnover mass and width of the
GC present–day mass function (PDMF) is sensitive to this
parameter. An alternative approach to derive the IMF of a
GCS has been proposed by Parmentier & Gilmore (2007),
who developed a model to predict the globular cluster IMF
from the mass spectrum of the progenitor GMCs, taking
into account the expected star formation efficiency and the
predicted fraction of stars bound to the cluster after the
collapse of the proto–stellar cloud. A more general analysis
has been proposed by Kravtsov & Gnedin (2005), in which
the authors studied the formation of globular clusters in a
Milky Way–like galaxy using a high–resolution cosmological
simulation. In a more recent work, Rieder et al. (2013) pre-
sented a method to couple N–body star cluster simulations
to a cosmological tidal field and compared the star cluster
system in two Milky Way size haloes with a different accre-
tion history. We also note the work of Alexander & Gieles
(2012) to present a prescription–based approach for follow-
ing the evolution of various star cluster properties.
In this preliminary work we aim to develop an evo-
lutionary model of globular clusters interacting with the
static tidal field of a disc–like galaxy from direct N–body
simulations performed with the GPU version of NBODY6
(Nitadori & Aarseth 2012). The main improvement with re-
spect to previous studies is that the present description of
the external tidal field in NBODY6 is more realistic. We have
also been able to follow the evolution of a representative
sample of clusters with an initial number of stars N0 up
to 105. This has enabled us to present a method to solve
numerically the evolutionary equations, obtaining informa-
tion on the initial mass of the clusters from their age, ob-
served mass and orbital parameters. We then applied this
procedure to the bulge/thick disc subpopulation of Galactic
globular clusters to predict the shape of the IMF for the
metal–rich population and compared our results with pre-
vious works. We also followed the evolution of a truncated
power–law IMF, evaluating the effects of the choice of its
parameters on the evolution of a GCS mass distribution.
2 DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS
2.1 Galactic mass model
For the present work we assumed the galactic mass distribu-
tion model already implemented in NBODY6 (Aarseth 2003).
It consists of a point-mass bulge, a Miyamoto–Nagai disc
(Miyamoto & Nagai 1975) and a logarithmic halo. In Carte-
sian right–handed Galactocentric coordinates:
Φb = − GMb√
x2 + y2 + z2
(1)
Φd = − GMd{x2 + y2 + [ad + (b2d + z2)1/2]2}1/2
(2)
Φh = −V
2
h
2
log(a2h + x
2 + y2 + z2) (3)
where Φb, Φd and Φh are the gravitational potentials associ-
ated to the bulge, disc and halo respectively. In the present
notation, Mb and Md are the masses of the bulge and disc
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Mb 1.0× 10
10 M⊙
Md 7.2× 10
10 M⊙
ad 3.26 kpc
bd 0.29 kpc
R⊙ 8.33 kpc
vLSR 239.7 km s
−1
Table 1. Parameters of the mass model.
component, ad, bd and ah are scale lengths, Vh is the asymp-
totic value of the circular velocity curve and G is the grav-
itational constant. We also recall the relation between the
circular rotation curve in the plane z = 0 and the total
gravitational potential
vc(R) =
√
R
dΦtot
dR
(4)
where Φtot = Φb+Φd+Φh and R
2 = x2+y2. The values of
the parameters have been chosen according to Model III in
the work of Irrgang et al. (2013) and they are summarized
in Table 1, while the parameters of the dark matter halo can
be constrained by the velocity of the local standard of rest
and by the distance of the Sun from the Galactic center:
Vh =
{
v2LSR − Mb
Rgc,⊙
− MdR
2
gc,⊙
[R2gc,⊙ + (ad + bd)
2]3/2
}1/2
(5)
a2h = R
2
gc,⊙
(v2LSR − V 2h )
V 2h
. (6)
We have assumed a Galactocentric distance of the Sun
Rgc,⊙ = 8.33 kpc (Gillessen et al. 2009) and a velocity of the
local standard of rest vLSR = 239.7 km s
−1 (Irrgang et al.
2013, Model III).
2.2 Initial set up of the simulations
We designed a wide set of N–body simulations of clusters
with different initial masses and following different trajecto-
ries. In particular, we selected values of N0 = 1 × 104, 2 ×
104, 3× 104, 4 × 104, 5 × 104, 1 × 105 located on circular
orbits at R = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 kpc. In order to evaluate
the effect of eccentricity and inclination from the Galactic
plane, we ran simulations of clusters with different values
of eccentricity in the range 0.0 6 e 6 0.8 and with values
of inclination determined by applying a perturbation in the
z direction to initial conditions generating a circular planar
orbit. We adopted the Kroupa stellar initial mass function
(Kroupa 2001) and a value of the tidal radius determined
according to the external tidal field (see Appendix A). The
stars are initially in virial equilibrium and distributed ac-
cording to a Plummer sphere (Plummer 1911). We selected
the average value of the metallicity for the Galactic disc–
bulge GC population [Fe/H]=-0.5 (Zinn 1985), while the
value of the length scale has been chosen in such a way that
the clusters initially fill their tidal radius. The fraction of
primordial binaries has been set equal to 5% of the initial
number of stars and the binary orbital setup has been chosen
as described in Geller, Hurley & Mathieu (2013).
3 RESULTS
We follow the distribution of the clusters until their dissolu-
tion, defined as the time at which only 300 stars remained
gravitationally bounded. In fact, at small N the results of
simulations can become very noisy. For example, the pres-
ence (or not) of an energetic binary can result in an ampli-
fied effect on the evolution of the cluster at late times which
could lead to variations in the result. Thus we chose this
arbitrary cut–off to avoid small–N fluctuations at very late
stages. For the same reason the simulations which start with
a small number of stars could be affected by statistical noise.
We averaged the dissolution times of several simulations
of the same cluster (primarily those with short dissolution
times) to take this effect into account, but we found that the
fluctuation in the dissolution time is smaller than the error
associated to the fitting model. We ran all the simulations
using NBODY6 (Aarseth 2003), which also includes stellar and
binary evolution as described in Hurley et al. (2001).
3.1 Dissolution time
According to Baumgardt & Makino (2003), the dissolution
time of a star cluster can be expressed in terms of the half–
mass relaxation time and of the crossing time
tdiss = kt
x
rht
1−x
cross . (7)
In particular
trh ∼
√
Mcr
3/2
h
m
√
G log(γN)
(8)
is the half–mass relaxation time, where Mc is the total mass
of the cluster, rh is the half mass radius of the cluster, m =∑
imi/N = Mc/N is the mean mass of the stars, N is the
total number of stars, γ is the Coulomb logarithm and G is
the gravitational constant. The second term in equation (7)
is the crossing time
tcross ∼ r
3/2
h√
GMc
. (9)
In fact, by definition, tcross = R/v with R ∼ rh. Assuming
virial equilibrium
tcross ∼ rh
√
rh
GMc
∼ r
3/2
h√
GMc
. (10)
Expanding the various terms in equation (7) we find
tdiss = k
[
Nr
3/2
h√
GMc log(γN)
]x [
r
3/2
h√
GMc
]1−x
= k
[
N
log(γN)
]x r3/2h√
GMc
. (11)
If we assume that all the radii defining the properties of a
star cluster scale with its tidal radius (equation A5), then
tdiss = k
[
N
log(γN)
]x [
θ˙2 − d
2Φ(R)
dR2
]−1/2
(12)
where θ˙ is the angular velocity of the cluster. For the specific
case of a circular orbit
tdiss = k
[
N
log(γN)
]x [
1
R
dΦ(R)
dR
− d
2Φ(R)
dR2
]−1/2
. (13)
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Figure 1. Fit of the dissolution times predicted by N–body sim-
ulations with the adopted model. The black crosses represent the
results from the simulations, the black line is the best fit model
and the shaded areas represent the uncertainties derived by a
bootstrapping analysis.
The dissolution time of a cluster following a circular trajec-
tory on the Galactic plane depends on the radius of its orbit
and on its mass. We used the full set of N–body simulations
to estimate the value of the coefficients x and k, while their
uncertainties have been estimated through a bootstrapping
analysis. In Figure 1 we show the result for the best fitting
model and related uncertainties from the fitting procedure.
Equation (13) can predict with good accuracy the dissolu-
tion time of clusters with different masses orbiting at dif-
ferent distances from the Galactic centre. The best values
obtained for the model coefficients are x = 0.88, k = 256.53.
The value of the x parameter is comparable with the re-
sults from the analysis of Baumgardt & Makino (2003), who
found x = 0.75−0.82 with a weak dependence on the initial
structure of the model clusters, although their predictions
systematically underestimate the dissolution times of our
model clusters for R > 1 kpc (see Figure 2). An explanation
for such a difference in behaviour could be that the authors
followed the evolution of clusters orbiting within a logarith-
mic gravitational potential, while the mass model assumed
in this work includes also a representation for the bulge and
for the disc. Also, the authors computed the value of the
tidal radius valid in the case of orbits around a point mass,
which could contribute to generate the observed inconsis-
tencies.
Although in general the model can predict with good
accuracy the dissolution time of the simulated clusters, there
are some inconsistencies for objects orbiting at 1 kpc from
the Galactic centre. To determine the reason for this be-
haviour we looked for a breakdown in one of our fundamen-
tal assumptions, with the scaling of the half mass radius
with the tidal radius being the most likely culprit. In Figure
3 we show the problem for the clusters with N = 2 × 104.
For all of our simulations the ratio between half mass ra-
dius and tidal radius eventually relaxes to a common value.
For the clusters orbiting at 1 kpc, the value of this ratio is
smaller than the value for outer orbits. This behaviour could
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Figure 2. Prediction of the dissolution times from Baumgardt &
Makino (2003). The continuous line represents the result for an
initial concentration parameter of the clusters equal to W0 = 5.0,
while the dashed line reproduces the result for W0 = 7.0. Crosses
represent our simulation results, as in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the ratio between half–mass radius and
tidal radius for clusters with N = 20k at different Galactocentric
distances.
be the combination of several effects, such as the strong tidal
field in the inner kpc and the small time scales involved in
the dynamical evolution of the inner clusters. Considering
that for this set of simulations the bulge is described as a
point mass, we shouldn’t be too concerned about the very
inner clusters, since an accurate description of their dynami-
cal evolution requires more sophisticated models (see section
5).
3.2 Effects of orbital eccentricity
We found that the dissolution time scales linearly with the
eccentricity of the orbit. The definition of eccentricity is
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 4. Dissolution time as a function of the orbital eccentric-
ity for clusters with the same initial mass and same perigalactic
distance.
e = (Ra−Rp)/(Ra−Rp), where Ra and Rp are the apogalac-
tic distance and the perigalactic distance respectively. The
dissolution time as a function of the orbital eccentricity can
be expressed in the form
tdiss(e) = tdiss(0)(1 + ηe) (14)
where tdiss(0) is the dissolution time of a cluster following a
circular trajectory at the perigalactic distance and e is the
eccentricity. The best estimated value for the model coeffi-
cient is η = 0.67. Figure 4 shows the results of our N–body
simulations and the fit with a linear model.
3.3 Effect of orbital inclination
Similarly to the orbital eccentricity, we tried to evaluate the
effect of inclined orbits on the lifetime of the clusters. This
way we take into account the impact of disc shocking on the
internal dynamics of star clusters. The results for a set of
simulations for clusters following circular orbits on the galac-
tic plane perturbed with an initial kick in the z direction are
shown in Figure 5. We found that the dissolution time scales
in good approximation linearly with the inclination of the
orbit, following a relation
tdiss(i) = tdiss(0)(1− χi) (15)
where tdiss(0) is the dissolution time for the cluster on a
circular orbit on the galactic plane and i is the inclination
defined as i = atan(z/R), expressed in degrees. From a least
squares interpolation, the best value obtained for the model
parameter is χ = 0.03, noting that we have only considered
mild inclinations in this analysis. The reason for this is that
for small inclinations the clusters describe a cylinder during
their orbital evolution, while for the case of big excursions
from the galactic plane the trajectory is more complex. This
allows us to address the problem of describing the effect of
disk shocking by adding a simple perturbing term to the
equation predicting the dissolution time of clusters on cir-
cular planar orbits. With our model we can obtain realistic
predictions for inclinations up to i ≃ 20◦, after which a more
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Figure 5. Dependence of the dissolution time of the clusters on
the orbit inclination.
accurate description of disc shocking may be required (e.g.
Gnedin & Ostriker 1997).
3.4 Mass loss rate
In a recent study, Lamers, Baumgardt & Gieles (2010)
looked in detail at the mass–loss rates and the mass evo-
lution of star clusters. The authors identified four distinct
mass–loss effects, namely mass loss by stellar evolution, the
loss of stars induced by stellar evolution and the relaxation–
driven mass loss before and after core collapse. We found a
similar behaviour for the mass–loss rate (see Figure 6), con-
sisting of a steep initial decrease owing to stellar evolution,
a linear trend dominated by relaxation and a final change
likely due to post–core collapse dynamics. We propose a sim-
ple model to interpolate the results of the simulations: the
mass at the time t of a cluster with an initial mass Mc(0) is
modelled as a power-law of the form
Mc(t) =Mc(t0)
[
1−
(
t
tdiss
)ξ]
(16)
with t0 = 0. It is a slightly modified version of the model
proposed by Baumgardt & Makino (2003) to take into ac-
count the non–constant mass–loss rate owing to stellar evo-
lution effects. In Figure 6 we show the trend of the mass
loss for our set of simulations normalised by the dissolution
time and the initial mass. According to our results, the best
value of the power–law shape is ξ = 0.47. Despite its sim-
plicity, and considering the uncertainties in the dissolution
time, this simple model can predict the mass of the cluster
as function of time to a good approximation.
3.5 Dynamical friction and orbital decay
We assumed that the clusters don’t experience orbital de-
cay during their evolution. Since in NBODY6 the gravitational
interaction with the parent galaxy is described in terms of
analytic potentials, we want to obtain an estimate of the
cumulative effect of the interaction of the clusters and the
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 6. Evolution of the clusters’ mass normalized to the dis-
solution time and to the initial mass. The thick red line represents
the best fit model. The uncertainties associated to the predicted
value of the mass have been determined by the propagation of
the error affecting our prediction of the dissolution time.
single field stars in order to justify this assumption. This
phenomenon is well known as dynamical friction and its ef-
fect is to decelerate the cluster in the direction opposite to
its motion, causing a decay of the orbit. The phenomenon of
dynamical friction has been studied extensively in a series of
papers by Chandrasekhar (1943). Applying the fundamental
results from kinetic theory, the author derived the famous
equation
dvM
dt
= −16π2G2Mcma log Λ
[∫ vM
0
dvav
2
af(va)
]
vM
v3M
(17)
also known as the Chandrasekhar’s dynamical friction for-
mula. Mc is the mass of the target body (in this case the
star cluster), ma and va are the typical mass and velocity of
a field star, f(a) is the distribution function of the velocities
of the field stars, vM is the velocity of target body and log Λ
is the Coulomb logarithm
log Λ = log
(
bmax
bmin
)
. (18)
In this notation, bmax and bmin are the maximum and min-
imum impact parameters for gravitational encounters be-
tween the satellite cluster and the field stars in the par-
ent galaxy. Following Hashimoto, Funato & Makino (2003),
bmin is set equal to the typical size of the cluster (we
considered the tidal radius) and the cut–off radius is set
as the distance of the clusters from the center of the
parent galaxy, which varies during the orbital evolution.
Fujii, Funato & Makino (2006) demonstrated that this for-
mulation of dynamical friction is not able to predict the
exact results from N–body simulations because it doesn’t
consider additional effects such as the interaction between
escaped particles and the clusters or the enhancement of dy-
namical friction by close escapers. Nevertheless, the formula
provides a remarkably accurate description of the drag ex-
perienced by a rigid body orbiting in a stellar system if the
value of the Coulomb logarithm is chosen appropriately. Fol-
lowing the approach proposed in Binney & Tremaine (2008),
it is possible to derive a simplified equation of the dynamical
friction formula under the approximation of describing the
density distribution of field stars by a singular isothermal
sphere
ρ(r) =
Σ2
2πGr2
=
v2c
4πGr2
(19)
where vc =
√
2Σ is the circular speed. The strongest justifi-
cation of this assumption resides in the flatness observed in
many observed rotation curves. Since the distribution func-
tion for an isothermal sphere is Maxwellian, equation (17)
reduces to (for details see Binney & Tremaine 2008)
dvM
dt
= −0.428 log ΛGMc
R2
. (20)
The equation includes three time–dependent quantities,
namely log Λ, Mc and R. We have derived equations to pre-
dict the evolution of these quantities. The next step is to
add a decelerating component to the equations of motion
of a test particle orbiting within the gravitational potential
implemented in NBODY6 and integrate the orbit of a particle.
We used an orbit integrator called NIGO (Numerical Integra-
tor of Galactic Orbits) that we developed to support NBODY6.
The results for a star cluster with an initial mass equal to
Mc(t0) = 1 × 106 M⊙ initially describing an eccentric orbit
with Rp = 2 kpc and e = 0.3 are shown in Figure 7. The
predicted value of the dissolution time for such a cluster is
tdiss ∼ 65 Gyr and we followed its evolution for 13 Gyrs. The
mass loss during the evolution and the change of the tidal
radius of the cluster are taken into account. Considering that
the deceleration experienced by the target body is propor-
tional to its mass and that we chose a relatively massive
cluster, the obtained results represent an upper limit of the
orbital decay that the models in this work could experience.
Further considering that after 13 Gyr the decay of the or-
bital eccentricity is approximatively 1.5% of the initial value,
we can conclude that dynamical friction is negligible for the
time scales we are considering. This conclusion is consistent
with a result from the work of Gnedin, Ostriker & Tremaine
(2014), in which the authors derived the dynamical friction
time–scale expressed in the form
tdf = 0.45 Gyr
(
R
kpc
)2(
Vc(R)
km s−1
)(
M(t)
105 M⊙
)−1
fǫ (21)
where R is the initial radius of the orbit, Vc(R) is the circular
velocity curve, M(t) is the mass of the cluster at a certain
time t and fǫ is the correction for eccentricity of cluster or-
bits (the authors assumed fǫ = 0.5, we refer to the original
paper for details). Figure 8 shows the limiting mass of a
cluster destroyed by dynamical friction as function of the
Galactocentric distance r for a population of t = 12.8 Gyr
(see section 4.1.5) and a constant value of the circular veloc-
ity equal to Vc(R) = vLSR = 239.7 km s
−1. We notice that
the effect could be relevant for objects with a typical mass
of a globular cluster (104 M⊙ . MGC . 10
6 M⊙) located
in the inner regions of the Galaxy (R . 1.5 kpc), while the
mass limit increases rapidly above the typical mass range
for greater distances from the Galactic center.
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 7. Eccentricity decay and projection of the cluster orbit
projected on the galactic plane. The decay of the orbit eccentricity
is around the 1.5% of the initial value.
4 APPLICATIONS
The evolution of the mass function of the Galactic globu-
lar cluster system has been investigated in two pioneering
works by Vesperini & Heggie (1997) and Vesperini (1998).
In the first paper the authors derived an analytic prediction
of the evolution of the mass function basing their results on
N–body simulations of star clusters with N = 4096, per-
formed with NBODY4 (Aarseth 1999). In the second paper,
the author investigated the evolution of the mass function
of the Galactic globular cluster system adopting the derived
analytical formulae. We note that the clusters simulated in
these works evolved on circular orbits within the gravita-
tional potential generated by a point-mass galaxy, while we
propose a more accurate model of the galactic mass distribu-
tion and an analysis of the variation of the orbital elements
on the intrinsic evolution of the star cluster.
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Figure 8. Minimum initial mass of a cluster destroyed by dy-
namical friction within 12.8 Gyr as function of the Galactocen-
tric distance. The dashed line represents the distance from the
Galactic center for which the dynamical friction is relevant for an
object with the mass of a typical globular cluster.
4.1 The mass function of Galactic metal–rich
clusters
In this section we try to apply the results of our analysis of
N–body simulations to real clusters. In particular, since the
N–body simulations that we ran can be representative of a
disc–like population of star clusters, we selected the metal–
rich Galactic globular clusters. The main goal is to infer
information on the initial mass function and on the initial
radial mass distribution of these clusters from the observed
present–day properties.
4.1.1 The catalogue
We selected metal–rich clusters from the Harris catalogue
(Harris 1996, 2010 version) by defining them as clusters with
[Fe/H]>-1.0. We computed the coordinates of the selected
49 clusters in the Galactocentric frame of reference assum-
ing a distance from the Galactic centre equal to 8.33 kpc
(Gillessen et al. 2009). The catalogue contains information
on the total visual magnitude of the clusters in V band, but
not a direct estimation of their masses. We have to assume a
certain value of the mass–to–light ratio in order to estimate
the value of the cluster’s mass from its luminosity.
4.1.2 Mass–to–light ratio
In a recent work, Bonatto & Bica (2012) proposed a new
model to determine the mass of the clusters from their visual
magnitude, and concluded that a power- law and a linear
relation provide the best results in their fitting procedures.
As such we have assumed a linear relation of the form
M/LV = a+ bLV (22)
with a = 0.43 and b = 0.20 × 10−5 (from Bonatto & Bica
2012). We converted the absolute V magnitudes in V –band
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 9. Radial distribution of the Galactic metal–rich cluster
masses from the Harris catalogue
luminosities computing
LV = 10
−0.4(MV−MV,⊙) (23)
with MV,⊙ = 4.83. The mass of the clusters can then be
expressed as
M = LV(a+ bLV) . (24)
4.1.3 Analysis of errors
Since the catalogue doesn’t provide the errors associated to
magnitudes and distances, we estimated the uncertainties
associated to our data points assuming that the heliocentric
distance of a cluster is affected by a standard error equal
to 10% and propagating this error to the value of the mass.
The propagation of the error in the distance to the estimate
of the absolute magnitude leads to
σMV =
∣∣∣∣∂MV∂d
∣∣∣∣σd = 5d log 10 d10 = 12 log 10 (25)
using
MV = mV + 5− 5 log10 d . (26)
The propagation to the total V luminosity leads to
σLV =
∣∣∣∣ ∂LV∂MV
∣∣∣∣ σMV = 0.4 log 10e(−0.4(MV−4.83)∗log 10)σMV
(27)
and, finally,
σM =
∣∣∣∣ ∂M∂LV
∣∣∣∣σLV = (a+ 2bLV )σLV . (28)
Figure 9 shows the distribution of the masses of the metal–
rich clusters and the associated uncertainties as function of
their Galactocentric distance.
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Figure 10. Contour plot of the distribution of the values of the
model parameters in the lognormal function (Eq. 29) from the
bootstrapping analysis.
4.1.4 Model fitting procedure
We tried to fit the present day mass function of the metal–
rich clusters with a lognormal distribution of the form
f(M;K,µ, σ) = KMσ√2π e
−
(logM− µ)2
2σ2 (29)
where K determines the amplitude of the distribution, µ
the position of its peak and σ its dispersion. We recall that
for a lognormal distribution the position of the maximum
is given by Mmax = Mto = e
µ+σ2/2. We implemented a
bootstrapping procedure to determine the best values of the
fitting parameters and their uncertainties. The results of this
analysis is shown in Figure 10, where the distribution of the
values in the plane (µ, σ) has been plotted.
We selected the mean value as the best estimate of the
parameter and associated to this value the standard devi-
ation of the data. Another major source of uncertainty is
related to the small size of our sample (49 objects). In fact,
the choice of the bin size affects the value of the parameters
of the model, but we verified that the scatter in the param-
eter values owing to the choice of a reasonable bin size is
included within the uncertainties estimated from the boot-
strapping procedure. The best values derived for the fitting
parameters are K = 7.44 × 105, µ = 12.55 and σ = 1.61,
while the value of the turnoff mass for our metal–rich sam-
ple is Mto,PDMF = 2.14 × 104 M⊙. The final result of the
model fitting procedure is the PDMF shown in Figure 11.
On the vertical axis (number count) we included the statis-
tical noise σN = 1/
√
N , where N is the number of objects
in each mass bin.
4.1.5 Reconstructing the IMF of the surviving star
clusters
In the previous section we showed that the value of the mass
of a cluster as function of its initial mass and orbital param-
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 11. Present–day mass function of the metal–rich galactic
globular clusters. The points represent the result form a loga-
rithmic binning of the masses with associated uncertainties, the
continuous line is the best fitting model and the shaded areas
represent the uncertainties derived from a bootstrapping analy-
sis. The dashed vertical line indicates the turnover mass.
eters can be expressed as
M(t) =M(t0)
[
1−
(
t
tdiss
)ξ]
(30)
where
tdiss =
k
[
N
log(γN)
]x
(1 + ηe)(1− χi)
[
1
R
dΦ(R)
dR
− d
2Φ(R)
dR2
]1/2 . (31)
The initial mass appears in the terms M(t0) and N ∝ M0.
The value of the proportionality constant depends on the
initial distribution of the star masses in the clusters. For the
specific case of a Kroupa stellar mass function that we are
considering, its value is equal to A = const = 0.6374. We
expressed the value of the initial mass as function of the age
of the cluster t, the observed value of the mass M(t) and
the orbital elements. In particular
tdiss = f(R, e, i)
(
M0
log(Λ)
)x
(32)
where N = AM0, Λ = γAM0 and
f(R, e, i) =
kAx(1 + ηe)(1− χi)[
1
R
dΦ(R)
dR
− d
2Φ(R)
dR2
]1/2 . (33)
We can then expand
M0
[
1−
(
t
tdiss
)ξ]
=M(t) (34)
M0

1− t
ξ
f(R, e, i)ξ
(
M0
log(Λ)
)ξx

 =M(t) (35)
M0 −M1−ξx0 (log Λ)ξx
(
t
f(R, e, i)
)ξ
=M(t) . (36)
We can write
F (M0) =M0 −M1−ξx0 (log Λ)ξx
(
t
f(R, e, i)
)ξ
−M(t) (37)
which is, for every value of R, e, i and t, of the form
g(x) = x+ ax1−m(log bx)m + c . (38)
A possible solution is to look for the zero values of this func-
tion applying the Newton–Raphson method. In particular,
we have to take the explicit first derivative of the function
g(x), i.e.
g′(x) = 1+a[(1−m)x−m(log bx)m+mx−m(log bx)m−1] (39)
and iterate until
xn+1 − xn = − g(xn)
g′(xn)
(40)
converges to an arbitrarily small value. This way we can
extrapolate directly the initial value of the mass of the GCs.
We applied this method to address the general prob-
lem of eccentric inclined orbits. We assigned to each cluster
of our sample a random value of the eccentricity included
in the range 0 6 e 6 0.5. The choice of this range of
values has been suggested by the fact that the metal–rich
GC population is associated with the Galactic bulge/thick–
disc. In fact, according to Dinescu, Girard & van Altena
(1999), clusters with thick–disc orbital characteristics are
defined by inclination ψ and eccentricity e in the range
(0◦ 6 i . 30◦, 0 6 e . 0.5). We chose a representative
value of the inclination determined as i = atan(z,R), where
z and R2 = x2 + y2 are the present–day measured coordi-
nates of the clusters. We assumed also that the clusters are
coeval with t = 12.8 Gyr (Mar´ın-Franch et al. 2009). The re-
sults are shown in Figure 12 in terms of the predicted IMF
(binned data points) and a lognormal fit to the binned data.
The best values of the model parameters are K = 1.95×106,
µ = 13.02 and σ = 1.05, while the value of the turnoff mass
is Mto,IMF = 1.51× 105 M⊙.
4.1.6 The missing population of dissolved star clusters
Vesperini (1998) predicted that the fraction of surviving
clusters at the present epoch can be approximately half of
the original cluster population. In the present section we
propose a procedure to estimate the masses of the dissolved
clusters in order to investigate how the IMF can be affected.
Our model allows us to estimate the minimum mass Mlim
of a surviving cluster (or, equivalently, Nlim) as function of
the Galactocentric distance. Assuming that the metal rich–
clusters are coeval with tmr = 12.8 Gyr the minimum mass
of a surviving cluster can be determined under the condition
tmr = tdiss (41)
which translates to
Nlim − log(γNlim)
{
tmr
k(1 + ηe)(1− χi)
×
[
1
R
dΦ(R)
dR
− d
2Φ(R)
dR2
]1/2}1/x
= 0 (42)
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Figure 12. Reconstruction of the IMF of the surviving metal–
rich Galactic GCs in the general case of eccentric inclined orbits.
The points represent the predicted initial mass of the 49 clusters
in our sample binned logarithmically. The continuous line is a
lognormal fit to the binned data and the thick dashed line is the
PDMF from Figure 11.
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Figure 13. Minimum mass of surviving star clusters as func-
tion of the Galactocentric distance for the case of planar circular
orbits.
The solution of the last equation gives the minimum mass
of a surviving star cluster as function of its Galactocentric
distance. Figure 13 shows the results of this analysis for the
simple case of planar circular orbits (e = 0, i = 0). A pre-
cise estimate of the properties of the dissolved star cluster
population is hard to obtain, since all the information on
this objects has been lost. We assumed to a first approxi-
mation that the number density of star clusters as function
of the Galactocentric distance observed at the present day
mirrors the initial one. This simplistic approximation could
be justified considering the balance of two effects: the ev-
idence that the observed density of star clusters decreases
with the Galactocentric distance, and the prediction that
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Figure 14. Reconstructed IMF including a dissolved population
of globular clusters. Symbols as in Figure 12.
disruption mechanisms are more efficient in the inner re-
gions of the Galaxy. We created a synthetic population of
star clusters equal in number to those observed today and
characterized by the same radial number density distribu-
tion. Lacking any direct information, we assigned to each
cluster a random value of eccentricity, inclination and mass,
respectively, within the ranges of 0 6 e 6 0.5, 0◦ 6 i 6 20◦,
1 × 103 M⊙ 6 M 6 Mlim(R), where Mlim(R) has been de-
termined according to equation (42). We added these syn-
thetic clusters to the IMF reconstructed from the surviving
objects, obtaining the result shown in Figure 14. The best
values of the model parameters are now K = 2.37 × 106,
µ = 12.66 and σ = 1.14, while the value of the turnoff mass
has decreased to Mto,IMF = 8.48×104 M⊙. While the shape
of the high mass tail of the IMF has been little affected
by the addition of the dissolved clusters, the low mass tail
and the value of the turn-off mass are shifted towards lower
values.
4.2 Predicting the evolution of a truncated
power-law IMF
In the previous sections we showed that a lognormal IMF
preserves its shape during the evolution of the globular clus-
ter system. This evidence is in agreement with the results
from the work of Vesperini (1998), in which the author found
that a Gaussian shape is well preserved during the entire
evolution of the system. In this section we investigate the
evolution of a generic power–law IMF. In this particular case
the distribution of the masses follows
dN = AMαdM (43)
or, equivalently,
dN
d logM
= AMα+1 . (44)
The value of the constant A is determined by the total num-
ber of objects Ntot, by the shape of the mass distribution
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 15. Normalized evolved power–law MFs for different val-
ues of the slope α. The dot–dash line represents the value of the
observed turn-off mass of the PDMF.
and by the upper and lower limit of the mass range:
A =
Ntot∫Mup
Mlow
MαdM
=
Ntot(1 + α)
M
(1+α)
up −M (1+α)low
. (45)
In order to evaluated the effect of different values of the
parameters defining the power–law IMF, we assumed that
the Galactocentric distances of the clusters are randomly
distributed in the range 0 kpc 6 Rgc 6 15 kpc (similar to
the distance range of the observed metal–rich population)
with eccentricity 0 6 e 6 0.5 and inclination 0◦ 6 i 6 20◦.
In this analysis we neglected any correlation between the
mass of the star cluster and its Galactocentric coordinates.
The effects of the choice of different mass limits and shapes
of a power–law IMF are discussed. We note that in all the
considered cases, an initial power–law mass function evolves
into a lognormal mass function.
4.2.1 Effect of the power–law index of the IMF
In this section we studied the cases of α = −1.5,−2.0 and
−2.5. Figure 15 shows the evolution of the normalized ini-
tial power law mass function for a globular cluster system
t = 12.8 Gyr old for different values of the slope α. The
mass limits have been set equal to Mlow = 5 × 104 M⊙
and Mup = 10
6.5 M⊙ (the effects of the choice of the mass
limits are discussed below). Figure 15 shows that both the
value of the turnoff mass of an evolved power–law IMF and
the dispersion σ of the lognormal distribution increase for
increasing steepness of the power–law IMF.
4.2.2 Effect of the low mass limit of the IMF
As a test case, we followed the evolution of a power–law IMF
with slope α = −1.5, Mup = 106.5 M⊙, Mlow = 103, 5× 104
and 105 M⊙. Figure 16 shows the results of this analysis. We
found that a smaller low–mass limit of a truncated power–
law IMF results in a lower value of the turnoff mass and a
higher value of the dispersion σ of the evolved mass function.
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Figure 16. Effect of the low mass limit on the evolution of a
power–law IMF.
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Figure 17. Effect of the high mass limit on the evolution of a
power–law IMF.
4.2.3 Effect of the high mass limit of the IMF
We followed the evolution of mass functions with different
values of Mup (Mup = 10
6, 106.5 and 107 M⊙) and shape
α = −1.5. Figure 17 shows the effects of the high–mass limit
on the evolution of a power–law IMF. Comparing the results
with the effects of the choice of the low–mass limit and of the
slope of the IMF, the choice ofMup has only a minor impact
on the properties of the evolved mass function. However,
we notice that the dispersion of the evolved mass function
mildly increases for increasing values of Mhigh, while the
value of the turnoff mass is almost unaffected.
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Figure 18. Power–law IMF evolving into a Milky–Way like
GCPDMF of the metal–rich population.
4.2.4 The case of the Milky Way metal–rich GCs
Combining the effects of the choice of the parameters defin-
ing a power–law IMF, we found the the values of α = −1.8,
Mup = 10
6 M⊙ snf Mlow = 10
3 M⊙ evolve into a mass
function comparable with the PDMF of the metal–rich GCs
population. The results are shown in Figure 18. This is a
particularly interesting case, since a power–law with these
characteristics is similar to the one describing the distri-
bution of the masses of giant molecular clouds in the local
Universe (Rosolowsky 2005, we refer to section 5 for details).
4.3 Reconstructing the radial distribution of the
surviving clusters masses
The present approach allows us to reconstruct also the ini-
tial radial distribution of the surviving cluster masses, re-
minding the reader that we are focusing on the metal–rich
population for an illustrative purpose. In Figure 19 we show
the observed distribution of the cluster masses as a func-
tion of their Galactocentric distance and the reconstructed
distribution (with the assumption that the position has not
changed with time: see Section 3.5). We note that the ob-
served distribution of the masses doesn’t show a clear cor-
relation with the cluster distance from the Galactic centre,
while the predicted initial radial profile follows a power–law
distribution of the form
M(R) ∝ Rγ (46)
with γ = −0.92 from a non–linear least squares interpola-
tion.
4.4 The choice of the M/L ratio
The position of the turnoff observed in the PDMF depends
on the value assumed for the mass–to–light ratio for the
star clusters. In Mandushev, Staneva & Spasova (1991) the
authors calibrated the mass–to–light ratio for Galactic glob-
ular clusters from the dynamical mass of a sample of clusters
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Figure 19. Observed and reconstructed radial distribution of the
surviving clusters masses, with the latter overlaid to a power–law
regression curve.
with reliable central velocity dispersion using the King for-
mula (see the original paper for details):
Mc = 167rcµdσ
2
0 (47)
where Mc is the mass of the cluster in solar masses, rc is the
core radius of the cluster in parsecs, µd is the dimensionless
mass of the model and σ0 is the central velocity dispersion
expressed in km s−1. The derived relationship between the
mass and absolute magnitude is
log(Mc/M⊙) = −0.456Mv + 1.64 . (48)
We selected the same subsample of star clusters from the
Mandushev, Staneva & Spasova (1991) catalogue that we
previously identified as disc–bulge population objects and
computed their PDMF. This resulted in a turnover of the
PDMF corresponding to Mto,PDMF = 6.11 × 104 M⊙ which
is higher than the value derived using the Bonatto & Bica
(2012) M/L ratio (Mto,PDMF = 2.14 × 104 M⊙). We found
that the magnitude of the variation of the turnover mass of
the IMF of surviving clusters derived assuming the value of
the masses from Mandushev, Staneva & Spasova (1991) is
comparable to the variation of the turnover of the PDMF
(∆Mto,PDMF ≃ 3.0× 104 M⊙).
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method to simulate the evolution of star
cluster systems in tidal fields, calibrating the evolutionary
equations from the results of directN–body simulations per-
formed with NBODY6. Since our model at this time is suitable
to simulate the dynamical evolution of clusters orbiting on
mildly inclined orbits to the Galactic plane, we applied the
results of the simulations to the Galactic metal–rich globular
clusters, being a good representation of a bulge/thick disc
population. We found that the IMF predicted from a direct
solution of the evolutionary equations applied to the surviv-
ing clusters is well reproduced by a lognormal distribution of
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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the cluster masses. In particular, the predicted initial value
of the turnoff mass is Mto,IMF = 1.78 × 105 M⊙, while the
present–day value is Mto,PDMF = 2.32× 104 M⊙. We added
a synthetic population of dissolved star clusters to the IMF
of the surviving star clusters in order to evaluate the ef-
fect of the inclusion of a missing population. We found that
a lognormal function well describes the distribution of the
masses, although the low mass tail and the value of the turn-
off mass are slightly shifted towards lower values. In this
sense, our results agree with the work of Vesperini (1998),
in which the author concluded that the lognormal distribu-
tion represents an “equilibrium” GCMF, able to preserve its
shape during the evolution of the star cluster system.
We also followed the evolution of a truncated power–
law IMF, finding that a slope α = −1.8 and a mass range
1 × 103 M⊙ 6 M 6 1 × 106 M⊙ reduces to a lognormal
distribution with a turnoff mass and dispersion similar to
the one observed for the metal–rich Galactic GCs. We eval-
uated the effects of the variation of the parameters defining
the IMF (the slope α, the low–mass truncation Mlow and
the high–mass truncation Mhigh). According to our results,
the value of the turnoff mass increases with the steepness of
the power–law, decreases for decreasing values of Mlow and
is unaffected by the choice of Mhigh. Also, the dispersion of
the evolved mass function is greater for steeper power–laws
and smaller values of Mlow, while in this case lower values
of Mhigh result in smaller dispersions. There is a “degener-
acy” in the globular cluster IMF, in the sense that both an
initial lognormal MF and a truncated power–law MF can re-
sult in the observed bell–shaped distribution. Furthermore,
the power–law IMF that evolves into a mass function ob-
served for the metal–rich population is particularly inter-
esting, being similar to the mass spectrum of the GMCs ob-
served in the local group (Rosolowsky 2005). Also, according
to Elmegreen & Falgarone (1996) the average value of the
shape of the power–law mass of the GMCs in the local group
is α = −1.8. These authors also predicted that the bound
cluster mass function should be similar to the progenitor
cloud mass function, in good agreement with our result. On
the other hand, considering that only a small fraction of the
mass of a GMC can be converted into a bound star cluster,
which will eventually expel the residual star forming gas due
to supernova activity, we expect that the IMF of the globu-
lars is different from the mass functions of their progenitors.
This problem has been addressed by Parmentier & Gilmore
(2007), in which the authors proposed a relation
Mc = FboundǫMGMC (49)
where Mc is the initial mass of the star cluster, MGMC is
the mass of the progenitor GMC, ǫ is the fraction of the
gas mass converted into stars and Fbound is the fraction
of stars bounded to the cluster after their formation. They
found that the turnover of the GCIMF has a strong depen-
dence on the lower mass limit of the progenitor GMCs, and
hence a possible universality of the turnover mass would
originate from a common value among galaxies for the
lower mass truncation. According to the model proposed
by Parmentier & Gilmore (2007), the value of the turnoff
of our reconstructed IMF (surviving + estimated dissolved
clusters) is consistent with a lower limit for the progenitors
Mlow = 1 × 105 M⊙. However,when comparing our results,
we have to be aware that the GMCs are transient features
of the interstellar medium, and it is not clear if the mass
spectrum observed in the local Universe has changed from
the epoch of cluster formation, mirroring the evolution of
the galactic environment.
We evaluated also the evolution of the total mass of
the metal–rich clusters system. According to our results,
the present–day total mass is MPD = 4.27 × 106 M⊙. The
total mass of the reconstructed IMF described by a log-
normal distribution (surviving + estimated dissolved clus-
ters) is MI,LN = 1.35 × 107 M⊙, while the total mass of
the power–law IMF that evolves into the observed PDMF
is MI,PL = 1.50 × 107 M⊙. The total masses of the two
different representations are comparable and represent a
small fraction of the total mass of the disc–bulge compo-
nent (MDisc+Bulge = 8.2×1010 M⊙, according to the adopted
Galactic mass model).
With the present approach we have been able to re-
construct the initial radial distribution of the masses of the
surviving star clusters, finding that a power–law with slope
γ = −0.92 interpolates the data points to a good approxi-
mation. The reconstructed profile is consistent with a sce-
nario in which globular clusters of all ages preferentially form
in high-pressure regions (Elmegreen & Efremov 1997). This
could be in good agreement with a formation mechanism in
which the bulge formed from massive clumps of the Galac-
tic disc, which spiralled to the center of the Galaxy and
merge to form the central spheroid in a strong starburst
(Immeli et al. 2004). However, as shown in Figure 13, we
may be missing information on clusters of lower masses that
have already been dissolved.
We found different values of the turnoff mass of the
PDMF from different works in the literature. In particular,
we applied our approach to the data from the Harris cata-
logue (Harris 1996, 2010 version) with a mass–to–light ratio
according to Bonatto & Bica (2012) and to the dynamical
masses derived by Mandushev, Staneva & Spasova (1991).
We found a difference in the value of the PDMF turnoff
equal to ∆Mto,PDMF = 3.97× 104 M⊙ which translates to a
difference ∆Mto,IMF = 2.70 × 104 M⊙ in the turnoff of the
IMF. This result mirrors the fact that a small difference in
the IMF of GCs evolves to a difference of the same magni-
tude in the value of the turnoff of the present day observed
MF. We note that the full Mandushev, Staneva & Spasova
(1991) catalogue (147 clusters) has a turnover mass of
Mto = 1.9 × 105 M⊙, which compares well with other val-
ues from the literature, e.g. McLaughlin & Fall (2008) quote
Mto = 1.2× 105 M⊙ for the full Galactic GC population. If
we apply the Bonatto & Bica (2012) M/L ratio method to
the full Harris catalogue we getMto = 3.10×104 M⊙, which
is lower. Thus we are more confident in the GCIMF pre-
dicted using the Mandushev, Staneva & Spasova (1991) dy-
namical masses, although the difference in the reconstructed
mass function is small. This also highlights that the turnoff
mass of the PDMF of metal–rich clusters is systematically
lower than the full population and thus there is a differ-
ence in the PDMF of metal–rich and metal–poor globular
clusters. In Figure 20 we show the observed PDMF of the
disc–bulge population and of the halo population of Galac-
tic globular clusters. A lower turnover mass for a metal–
rich subsample could be expected because these clusters are
more likely to live where the potential is stronger, compared
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 20. Comparison of the PDMF of the metal–rich and of
the metal–poor populations of Galactic GCs from the Harris cat-
alogue.
to metal-poor clusters which should be biased towards the
halo.
Some initial assumptions of our model may influence
the results. First of all, different values of the fraction of
primordial binaries could result in different escape rates of
stars from the cluster owing to two–body relaxation. How-
ever, Hurley et al. (2001) showed that the inclusion of bina-
ries has a little effect on the long–term evolution of a star
cluster. As noted by Baumgardt & Makino (2003), the ini-
tial concentration of the cluster affects its dissolution time.
In order to estimate the effect of different values of the con-
centration, we ran N–body simulations of star clusters with
a different initial configuration, concluding that in this case
the dissolution time is affected by only a small percentage
of its value (see also Figure 2). In particular, we ran simula-
tions of clusters initially under–filling their tidal limit. When
considering the uncertainties of the model, according to our
results the initial concentration of the clusters doesn’t play
a major role. This result reflects the fact that clusters with
different initial concentration eventually relax to their max-
imum size, after which their evolution becomes remarkably
self-similar. Another strong approximation is that for this
preliminary study the external tidal field in NBODY6 is repro-
duced by a static model that still includes some simplistic
features, such as a point–mass bulge. It also doesn’t take into
account the effect of time–dependent features of the galactic
potential. For the sample of objects that we are considering,
the presence of a central rotating triaxial bar and a pertur-
bation of the disc owing to a spiral pattern may influence
significantly the dynamical evolution of the clusters. Fur-
thermore, in our description we didn’t include the effects of
initial rotation on the cluster dynamics and on the evolu-
tionary time scales. In fact, several works (e.g. Hong et al.
2013) have been devoted to the study of rotating star clus-
ters, concluding that initial rotation accelerates both the
core collapse and cluster disruption, requiring a more de-
tailed description of the evolutionary processes. Also, disc
and bulge shocks are treated only in limited scope.
A more realistic prediction of the dynamical history of
the galactic globular cluster would then require an improved
description of the external tidal field, a problem that we aim
to address in a forthcoming paper. In this improved poten-
tial we can evolve a range of star clusters, varying inter-
nal properties such as binary fraction and stellar density,
to create a self–consistent and realistic description of clus-
ter dissolution. We will also be able to look for differences
(if any) in the IMFs of metal–poor and metal–rich clusters.
Finally we note that, ideally speaking, a self consistent evo-
lutionary model of star cluster systems should include both
galaxy– and cluster–scale internal evolution, combining the
advantages of collisionless dynamics with the detail offered
by NBODY6.
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APPENDIX A: TIDAL LIMIT IN GENERIC
MASS DISTRIBUTIONS
According to King (1962), the tidal limit of a cluster can be
estimated as follows:
“...As the cluster passes its perigalacticon, a star at a large
distance from the cluster center will be detached by
galactic tidal fields whereas a star at a small distance will
not. We can then define the limit as that point, on the line
connecting the centre of the cluster with the galactic
center, at which a star can remain on the line of centres
with an acceleration along that line that is zero with
respect to the cluster centre. That is, at the moment of
perigalactic passage the star is pulled neither toward nor
away from the cluster...”
Following the approach of King (1962) and under the as-
sumption of an axisymmetric external potential
R¨c = Rcθ˙
2 + f(Rc)
= Rcθ˙
2 − dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rc
(A1)
where Φ(R) is the total galactic potential, Rc is the Galac-
tocentric distance of the cluster center and θ˙ is the angular
velocity of the cluster. The acceleration of a cluster star at
the same time is given by
R¨s = Rsθ˙
2 − dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rs
− GMc(Rs −Rc)|Rs −Rc|3 (A2)
where Rs is the Galactocentric distance of a cluster star.
The relative acceleration is then
R¨s − R¨c = (Rs −Rc)θ˙2 − dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rs
+
dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rc
−
−GMc(Rs −Rc)|Rs −Rc|3
= (Rs −Rc)
[
θ˙2 − GMc|Rs −Rc|3
]
−
−
[
dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rs
− dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rc
]
.
Since
|Rs −Rc|
Rc
<< 1
we can rewrite the term in the second parenthesis in the rhs
of the last equation as[
dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rs
− dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣
Rc
]
≃ d
2Φ(R)
dR2
∣∣∣∣
Rc
(Rs −Rc) (A3)
and the relative acceleration as
R¨s−R¨c ≃ (Rs−Rc)
[
θ˙2 − GMc|Rs −Rc|3 −
d2Φ(R)
dR2
∣∣∣∣
Rc
]
. (A4)
This will be zero when (Rs − Rc) has the magnitude rlim,
given by
r3lim =
GMc
θ˙2 − d
2Φ(R)
dR2
∣∣∣∣
Rc
(A5)
This is a general expression for the tidal limit of a star cluster
on the galactic plane, dependent on the form of the external
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Figure A1. Comparison between the evolution of the tidal radius
for two clusters on an circular and on an eccentric orbit.
axisymmetric potential and on the orbit of the cluster. In
fact the term θ˙ is closely related to the z component of the
angular momentum θ˙R2 = hz, representing an integral of
motion in axisymmetric potentials. Note that in the case of
circular orbits, the equation A5 reduces to
r3lim =
GMc
1
R
dΦ(R)
dR
∣∣∣∣− d2Φ(R)dR2
∣∣∣∣
Rc
(A6)
The relation usually adopted to predict the value of the tidal
limit of a star cluster
r3lim = R
3
c
[
Mc
3Mg
]
(A7)
is valid in the case of clusters orbiting on circular orbits
within the gravitational potential generated by a point mass.
The approximation for eccentric orbits
r3lim = R
3
p
[
Mc
Mg(3 + e)
]
(A8)
where Rp is the perigalactic distance of the cluster, repre-
sents a compromise formula to predict the order of magni-
tude of the tidal limit a star cluster, but it can’t predict its
change as function of the phase. Figure A1 shows the evo-
lution of the tidal radius of two clusters, one on a circular
orbit at R = 2 kpc and the other on an eccentric orbit with
Rp = 2 kpc and e = 0.3. Another example of this approach
to predict the value of the tidal radius of clusters in different
tidal fields can be found in Renaud, Gieles & Boily (2011).
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